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Custom Grade

Silver Eagle Double Guns
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All Silver Eagle O&U and SxS models are produced in the town of Huglu, Turkey, by craftsmen with 
generations of experience, and combine the best of traditional hand work with the most advanced 
materials and CNC equipment. Our engineers and craftsmen are leaders in the Turkish arms industry.  
Interesting fact: our auto-ejecting Side-by-Sides are the only such guns available from Turkey, because 
our engineers invented the mechanism and hold the patent.

Important note: “Huglu” is a town, not a company. While certain of our guns are produced there, they are distinct and separate 
from those produced by Huglu Av Tufekleri Kooperatifi and other groups.

Featuring deep, hand-chiselled engraving, Grade 4 or 5 Turkish walnut, and exquisite fit and finish, inside 
and out. Except options listed here, basic specifications are the same as those for standard-grade O&U and 
SxS. Options include engraved metal, wood or standard rubber buttplate; semi pistol grip or Prince-of-
Wales; custom length of pull and barrel length; fixed or changeable chokes; 12ga only.

All double guns, custom and standard, ship in a tough, attractive, form-fitted case.



Over & Unders

103FE

103DE
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103DE: Note the light but tasteful hand engraving on a 
gracefully sculpted receiver.

Receiver: CNC machined solid block C1040 steel, 
100% engraved, hard “coin” chrome finish 

Barrels: CNC machined solid rod C4140 steel, hard 
chrome plated; ventilated rib, 28”, 12ga

Action: Single selective trigger, auto ejectors standard

Stock: Turkish Walnut, satin finish, semi-pistol grip

Chokes: 5 choke tubes + wrench included

Basic O&U Specifications:

The 103FE carries full-coverage hand engraving and a decorative sideplate, with hand-
engraved scroll and game scene.

103FE with semi-pistol grip, typical wood.

103DE with semi-pistol grip
28” barrels (standard), typical wood

103FE, 2-tone option



200A & 200AE

200ACE

Side by Sides
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Receiver: CNC machined solid block C1040 steel,  
hand engraved, hard chrome finish 

Barrels: CNC machined solid rod C4140 steel, hard 
chrome plated; sunken rib, 28”, 12ga 

Action: Single selective trigger, extractors (200A) or 
patented auto ejectors (200AE, 200ACE)

Stock: Turkish Walnut, satin finish, Prince of  Wales

Chokes: 5 choke tubes + wrench included

200ACE, Full Coverage200A, Standard Engraving

200AE carries heavier 
engraving than the 200A

200A, typical wood

Basic SxS Specifications:

200ACE 12ga, 28” with Full-Coverage engraving 
(standard) and Prince-of-Wales grip



Silver Eagle Semi-Autos

Sporter
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Receiver: High tensile-strength aluminum alloy

Barrel: CNC machined solid rod C4140 steel, hard chrome 
plated; 5 choke tubes included (C,IC,M,IM,F)

Chamber: for 3” and shorter shells

Stock: Turkish walnut

Capacity: 4 + 1

12ga, gloss finish, 28” barrel

20ga, gloss finish, 26” barrel

12ga, matte finish, 20” slug barrel

Specifications common to all Silver Eagle semi autos, except where noted otherwise:

Far and away our best seller, the Sporter is an incredible value. With its stylishly crafted Turkish walnut stock, industry-leading 
metallurgy, and extremely responsive gas system, the Sporter handles everything from target loads to 3-inch magnums, 
and more than holds its own against guns costing hundreds of  dollars more. Note the all-metal trigger assembly, precise 
checkering, and beautifully finished wood. (The gun featured here is typical). Most economical choice for normal all-
round use. Available barrel lengths: 20” (smooth slug with adjustable rifle sight); 24; 26”; 28” (standard); 30”



SE122

SE202 (20ga)

SE12 Tactical
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Produced in Konya, Turkey, in a small plant whose founder and chief  engineer still exercises daily control over the operation, 
the SE122 is a gun with traditional appearance but innovative features, including a dual-purpose bolt/magazine release button, 
allowing removal of  shells from the magazine without cycling the action, reversible gas piston, and a barrel back-bored to .740” 
using the advanced German Rottweiler system.  This tough-as-nails beauty is light on the shoulder and patterns like a dream. 
Barrels: 26”, 28” and 20” smooth-bore slug with rifle sights. Available in right and left hand. The SE122 is the gun of  
choice for heavy-duty use, including guide work and gun-club rental.

SE122 in Turkish walnut, LH, gloss finish, 28” barrel.

SE 202 in Turkish walnut, satin finish, black matte 
receiver 26” barrel. (Also available in synthetic.)

New! SE202M, detachable magazine; ships with 5 
and 2-shell magazines.

Our SE12TAC is mechanically identical to the SE122, offering the same ruggedness and convenience in a tactical package with a 
tough polymer stock; adjustable rear rifle sight and fiber optic front; heavy-duty muzzle brake with two extended choke tubes.

The SE122/202 and SE12TAC are equipped with a convenient 
magazine release, allowing simpler (and safer) extraction of 
unspent shells from the magazine.

Unique reversible piston (SE122 and SE12TAC) ensures flaw-
less ejections with everything from light target to 3” magnum 
and slug loads.



Q7

M13 tactical
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Buttstock-mounted action spring and simplified gas system minimize maintenance and reduce weight, making 
the Q7 a fast-handling field gun you can carry all day. 12ga only; typical weight 6lb 10 oz. Suitable for all 
applications, the Q7 is especially recommended for skeet, trap and sporting clays.

Chambered for 12ga, 3” or shorter; soft ergonomic pistol grip; Picatinny-style rail with adjustable rear 
ghost sight & fiber optic front; ships with thread cap and muzzle brake pictured here (extended choke tubes 
available). Ghost ring may be removed to allow mounting of  optional scope (not included).

Now Available: M13 Conversion Kit
Add a field stock, 28” barrel with 5 tubes, or both to convert your M13TAC to a full-length field gun.



SA-X700

SA-X700 20ga

SA-X700R 

SA-X700 12ga, 28”
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This year we welcome to the Silver Eagle line two new models produced by Sarsilmaz. In business since 1880, Sarsilmaz operates 
Europe’s largest, and one of  the world’s most advanced, firearms manufacturing plants. The SA-X700 fills an important niche in 
our lineup: a high-quality but economical all-weather gun for youth and adults in 12 and 20 gauge. Sarsilmaz - produced barrels 
are notable for their quality: beautifully blued, high chrome-moly steel, and the only Turkish-made barrels that comply with the 
exacting “IS” quality standard. Sarsilmaz is also the only Turkish producer certified to export rifled shotgun barrels (model SA-
X700R).  The SA-X700 is a solid, all-weather working gun available in a wide variety of  barrel lengths.

All SA-X700 models (rifled and home defense barrels excepted) ship with standard Silver Eagle flush choke tubes (C,IC,M,IM,F) 
and have a 5+1 shell capacity.

Standard 20ga (adult): 28, 26, 24, 22 & 18 inch (home defense)

The SA-X700R is the only Turkish-made shotgun with rifled 
bore. Note: rifled bore and all other barrels are available as 
standalone items, allowing SA-X700 owners to design their 
own combo versions.

Youth 20ga: 28 and 26 inch



MG

Lengthened Forcing Cones
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While it bears some resemblance to our popular SE122, the Sarsilmaz-produced MG is a very different gun, 
not least because of  its unique Performance barrel. Deep drilled from solid 42 chrome-molybdenum steel, the 
Performance barrel is strong and elastic, with an extremely low coefficient of  friction. Advanced metallurgy, 
an optimally lengthened forcing cone (slightly more than 1.5 inches), and carefully matched Beretta Optima-
compatible choke tubes all work together to deliver superb pattern density, range, and recoil reduction.  

Normal forcing cones, adequate for most 
applications, are generally 1/2” or less in 
length.

Performance cones, more than 1.5”, ease the 
transition of  the shot column to the bore diameter, 
reducing shot deformation and improving patterns. 
The reduction in peak pressure also reduces felt 

The MG ships with 5 Optima-compatible 
choke tubes (C,IC,M,IM,F), all certified for 
use with steel shot.

The MG ships in a form-fitted soft case.



XT3 .410 Semi-Auto
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This year we address the scarcity of  good semi-automatic .410s in the U.S. market with our new XT3, a 
durable gun with very high-quality components, including a  precisely milled action bar with weldless design, 
a ratcheting barrel lock ring, and a solid, dual-ring gas piston. Fed by a detachable, bottom-feeding magazine, 
the XT3 also is the fastest-cycling semi auto we’ve ever seen. Although a good choice for the young shooter, 
the XT3 is not strictly a youth gun; weighing 5 lb and equipped with 22” slug/shot barrel, it is highly suitable 
for home defense, especially where a lighter or lower-recoiling weapon is desirable.

XT3 with 22” smooth slug/shot barrel, notch rear and fiber 
optic front sights, Turkish walnut.

XT3 Tactical with 18.5” smooth slug/shot barrel. Note: for distribution in 
the U.S., tactical version ships with non-adjustable stock.

All XT3 models ship with flush 2-shell and extended 5-shell magazine.



Stalker Single Shot

XP15 Pump Action
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Designed with the young hunter in mind, the Stalker is tough, simple and safe, with hammerless design, 
extractor, and cross-bolt safety. Initially presented as a youth gun in 20” smooth slug and 22” vent rib .410 with 
Turkish Walnut, by popular demand we have added adult models: 12ga in 20” smooth slug and 28” ventilated 
rib barrels; .410 in 28” ventilated rib.

From the producers of  our popular Q7 and M13TAC, the XP15 features the same rugged quality, with 
state-of-the art metallurgy (C4140 steel barrel; incredibly tough firing pin and action). Both field and marine 
versions are offered in 20” smooth slug barrel, 28” with 5 choke tubes, or both (combo).

XP Marine Combo - 20” smooth slug barrel plus 
28” barrel & 5 choke tubes

XP field: Turkish Walnut, 28” barrel with 5 choke tubes

.410 youth with 22” ventilated rib

.12ga adult with 28” barrel 



Sarsilmaz Handguns

ST9
9mm - .40 S&W - .45 ACP

New for 2016, we are proud to have been selected by Sarsilmaz to present their best-selling handguns.  Because  
Sarsilmaz supplies the Turkish military (NATO’s second largest) and other NATO forces, their products meet 
rigorous NATO standards for operation in extreme environments and durability (50,000-round service life).

Available in 9mm, 40 S&W and 45ACP; With a simple change of  slide, barrel and magazine, patented system 
allows multiple calibers to be fired from a single frame. The ST9 ships in a hard case with safety lock, cleaning 
tool, and three changeable back strap inserts (S, M, L).

9mm in flat black 45 ACP stainless

The striker-fired ST9 features a 
red-dot cocking indicator.

Features & Specifications - ST9
9mm 40S&W 45ACP

Action SA

Capacity 17+1 15+1 12+1

Brl Length 4.5”

Overall Length 7.8”

Empty Weight 29oz 30oz 31oz

Frame Polymer

Slide Alloyed Forged Steel

Barrel Alloyed Forged Steel

Safety Ambidextrous manual; drop safety; 
firing pin block

Additional Features

Picatinny Rail
Transparent magazine (9mm)

Striker Status Indicator
Dovetail Front&Rear Sight

3 size-changeable back straps
Slider Bedding for Universal 
Polymer Frame [Patented]



ST10
9mm

CM9 Gen 2
9mm

Features & Specifications - ST10
Action SA/DA Frame Aluminum Alloy
Capacity 17+1 Slide Alloyed Forged Steel
Brl Length 4.4” Barrel Alloyed Forged Steel
Overall Length 8” Empty Weight 34oz

Safety

Manual Safety
Drop Safety

Firing Pin Block
Hammer Block

Additional Features
Dovetail Rear Sight

Adjustable Front Sight
Picatinny Rail

With incremental improvements on the original CM9 (compact-medium 9mm), the CM9 Gen2 features an 
improved, ergonomic grip with changeable backstraps. As ever, cycling is smooth as silk. The CM9 Gen2 is a 
pure joy to shoot, and a good choice for the shooter looking for a full-featured pistol in less than full size.

flat black matte stainless

Features & Specifications - CM9 Gen2
Action SA/DA
Capacity 17+1
Brl Length 3.8”
Overall Length 7.3”
Empty Weight 28oz
Frame Polymer
Slide Alloyed Forged Steel
Barrel Alloyed Forged Steel

Safety Ambidextrous manual; drop safety; 
firing pin block; hammer block

Additional Features

Picatinny Rail
Changeable Front Sight Adjustable 

Rear Sight
3 size-changeable back straps



Mega
9mm

Features & Specifications - Mega
Action SA/DA Frame Alloyed Forged Steel
Capacity 17+1 Slide Alloyed Forged Steel
Brl Length 4.5” Barrel Alloyed Forged Steel
Overall Length 8” Empty Weight 34oz

Safety
Manual Safety

Drop Safety
Firing Pin Block

Additional Features Dovetail Rear Sight
Changeable Front Sight

Available as Special Orders:

Mega with Titanium
Frame and Slide

Mega in Polished 
Stainless Steel

Officially the Kilinc 2000 Mega, this rugged, all-steel pistol is a favorite of  military and police forces the world 
over, with more than 200,000 shipped in the last couple of  years alone. 

flat black matte stainless



Features & Specifications - SR38
Action SA/DA Frame Alloyed Forged Steel & Black Chrome
Capacity 6 Barrel Alloyed Forged Steel & White Chrome
Brl Length 4”/6” Empty Weight 40.7oz/46.9oz
Overall Length 9.4”/11.4”

Safety Drop Safety
Hammer Block Additional Features Adjustable Rear Sight

Changeable Front Sight

SR38
.357 Magnum & .38SPL

Rock-solid and smooth as any revolver you’ll find on the market today, the SR38 exudes quality. The double-
action trigger pull is consistent and catch-free; the single-action amazingly crisp and light. The SR38 is easily 
the equal (or better) of  name-brand revolvers costing much more.

matte black 4”

matte black 6”

matte stainless 6”

matte stainless 4”
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